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Forgotten Books, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Manhattan HE sun with sabre of illuming ?ame Has rent the storm,
and out of darkness rise, In the belated ?are that strikes the skies, Colossal roofs like summits lost to
fame, Or mountains heaped by Titans to reclaim The throne of Gods whose thunder still replies; A
mighty bastion, lit for dream s surmise, Defying heaven with abortive aim. O shadowed marvel! Are
thy peaks that fade A vision or a verity sublime? Thy promontories, where the storm delayed,
Illusion s dream or the long boast of time? The ultimate shaft of sunset disappears, And leaves the
night no answer from the years. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority...
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the author create this ebook.
-- Rebeka h B ecker-- Rebeka h B ecker
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